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Question / Title for term – What is the legacy of the Ancient Greeks?
Areas covered
Visit from the ‘Space Dome’, School Concert, Walk to School Week, Sports Day, Trip to the
Gordon Brown Centre
During the term, we will be reading, responding to and analysing a variety of texts in preparation
for our writing including: poetry, non-fiction writing and myths.
Each class will also have ‘Class reader’ that they will read along with the teacher for enjoyment
purposes.
Our writing will take various forms including:
 A space poem
 Anon-chronological report about Ancient Greek life
 A myth in the style of Ancient Greek mythology
There will also be opportunities for extended writing within other curriculum areas.
These areas will be taught through both mathematics focused lessons but also through topic
lessons such as history/science etc.
Number:
 number and place value
 addition, subtraction, multiplication and division (Using a range of written and mental
methods)
 fractions (including decimals and percentages)
 Measurement
Geometry:
 properties of shapes
 position and direction
 Statistics
Earth and Space-linked to Ancient Greek astrology, Forces and Plants (parts and life-cycle)
Researching, designing and making an ‘Ancient Greek’ scene using Papier Mache to create a
mythical beasts as well as clay pots in an ancient Greek style.
Cracking Codes: We will learn more about communicating information securely through an
introduction to cryptography (the science of keeping communication and information secret).
We will investigate early methods of communicating over distances, learn about two early
ciphers, and consider what makes a secure password.
Research, taste, prepare and cook a selection of traditionally ‘Greek’ dishes. Constructing a cam
toy in the style of a Mars Rover
Locating Greece and areas of the Ancient Greek Empire on maps at different scales
A study of Ancient Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western world.
Space-linked to science
Heroes of Troy-singing unit
Lacrosse & Rounders
Athletics-preparation for Sports Day
‘It’s my body’ and ‘How can we be safe online and using social media?’ based on the Hampshire
Guidance

We follow Hampshire's agreed syllabus for Religious Education “Living Difference III”
devised by Hampshire Inspection and Advisory service as well as using the Church of
England “Understanding Christianity” resource to support teaching.

